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Jacques Dessange 

"Glowing Skin, Beautiful Hair"

Dessange offers a complete range of skin and body care treatments that

promise to add a healthy glow to your face. Get those long luxurious

tresses with their signature scalp massage and specialty hair treatments.

The Essential Hair Treatment service magically transforms unmanageable

hair into a full head of shiny and bouncy curls. Expert stylists will work

with you to make sure you're happy with the results at the end of the day.

 +1 713 457 8800  www.dessangetexas.com/  info@dessangehouston.co

m

 5535 Memorial Drive,

Houston TX
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Bella Rinova Salon & Day Spa 

"Full-Service Salon and Spa"

When you step into Bella Rinova Salon & Day Spa, it is almost like

stepping into a different part of the world. Pristine white rooms with

French provincial furnishings set the mood for total relaxation. Treat

yourself to a total body wrap with seaweed purification or an herbal

exfoliation. The normal hair, nail and styling services will be expertly

handled by one of the experienced, knowledgeable and friendly staff

members. You will walk out with a smile and a spring in your step.

 +1 713 572 0022  www.bellarinova.com/  4444 Westheimer Road, Houston TX
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Sensia Studio & Japanese Day Spa 

"Japanese Music & Rock Gardens"

Reedy Japanese music fills the air in a relaxing atmosphere set with gauze

curtains, rock gardens and grass matting. Special rejuvenating services

include manicures, pedicures and hair styling. Many of the ancient herbal

sciences of the Orient are practiced with amazing results. Enjoy a

seaweed wrap, an aromatherapy wrap, a massage with warm stones, or

take advantage of a service called the Bindi Body, where damp herbs are

applied to the skin, dried under a heat lamp and then removed with a

friction massage and scented oil.

 +1 713 627 0070  www.sensiastudio.com/  salon@sensiastudio.com  1711 Post Oak Boulevard,

Houston TX
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